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Abstract
A fully automatic setup for on-wafer contact probing will be presented. This setup consists of six
automatable nano positioning axes used as tool holder and a sample holder. With this setup a fully
automatic one-port SOL calibration for a Vector Network Analyzer is done. Furthermore a fully
automated on-wafer contact probing is performed. Afterwards, the effects of a misalignment of the
three tips of a GSG-probe are examined. Additionally the error on the calibration is calculated to
determine its effect on the measurement. The results show, that a misalignment of the probe has a
high impact on the measurement of the VNA. Hence a fully automated on-wafer probing presented
in this paper is a good way to detect these misalignments and correct them if necessary.
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1. Introduction
In the field of on-wafer contact probing the trend is towards smaller devices whose electrical characteristics
have to be determined [1] [2]. This is achieved by measuring the scattering parameters of the device under test
(DUT) (e.g. S11). This is done with on-wafer probing, which is a common task in the semiconductor industry
and is done several thousand times per day [3]. Before the measurement process a calibration has to be done.
The result of this calibration has a large effect on the quality of the measured scattering parameters. Because of
the ongoing shrinking of the size of the DUTs, the quality of the calibration gets more and more important. Even
a small change in the error correction coefficients, needed for the Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) systematic
error calibration, has a strong effect on the measured parameters of a DUT.
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The state-of-the-art approach connects the DUT with contact pads, consequently it is easier to make anelectric
contact. However the pads and the extra leads from the DUT to the pads add systematic errors to the measurement of the scattering parameters.
Therefore, a calibration is needed to do de-embedding of these structures [4] [5] and remove the unwanted influences like pad parasitics from the measurement result. Using this technique, the electric characteristics of the
DUT can b properly examined.
The calibration and the de-embedding are only valid if nothing is changed in the setup except the DUT. This
means probe tips should stay contacted to the pads when the DUT is added to the pads after the calibration. Certainly this would cause an enormous effort. Instead, as standard technique every DUT has its own contact pads.
In order, to work with the same calibration, the contact between pads and probe tips has to be exactly the same.
In many cases this is challenging to realize because each change in any of the six degrees of freedom has a noticeable effect. When the position of the probe tips on the pads changes, not negligible errors are added to the
measurement values. The significant influence of the probe position (on the pads) on the scattering parameters
was already investigated in [6] and [7].
At this point, an automated alignment of the probe is very useful to assure a perfect probe tip positioning.
Furthermore, an off-centered positioning of the probe tips can change the measurement values. For example,
when one tip of a GSG-probe is bent upwards and doesn’t contact the pad, this has also a big influence on the
measurement and will be shown in this paper. Because of this, an automation is very useful to detect such errors
and correct them if possible.
In Chapter 2 the setup with all its components used for this automated measurements will be described precisely. In Chapter 3 the automation algorithms and their methods to perform the automated on-wafer contact
probing will be characterized. In the next chapter (Chapter 4) the automation is used to measure the induced error through one misalignment of the probe tips. Concluding, the results will be discussed in Section 5.

2. Setup
Looking at existing experimental setups these are often highly tailored and automated towards a special task in
regards to mechanical design as well as software control. However the presented application is at hand the first
step towards fully-automated on-wafer probing and will require an expanding setup in the future when the technical possibilities are given. Therefore a novel desktop micro-factory, called MiCROW1 [8] [9], has been used
as basis for our experimental setup.
The micro-factory has been extended with a GGB picoprobe probe (150 µm pitch), which is assessed by a
VNA E5061A by Agilent Technologies. The entire setup is controlled by a flexible robotic software framework
called OFFIS Automation Framework for vision-based automation on the micro- and nano scale. The overall
setup is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Desktop micro-factory setup for automated
on-wafer measurements.
1

http://www.microw.de.
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The following section will describe the individual components of the setup in detail.

2.1. MiCROW-Desktop Micro-Factory
The MiCROW is a microrobotic setup, which follows the principle of desktop micro-factories introduced by
Mishima in the early 90’s [10]: A micro-factory is a system that performs handling, assembly and manipulation
on the small scale. Until today, many systems have been reported (e.g. by [11]-[13]), still only few ever exited
the status of a lab-prototype.
MiCROW is a high precise and highly customizable robotic setup with an overall size of approx. 50 cm × 50
cm × 40 cm (L × W × H). In general the system consists of a top mounted rail with a variable number of custom
carriages (for this setup only one carriage is required). Beneath each carriage a tool arm is mounted, which provides fine positioning capabilities (at least x, y and z) based on piezo-electric slip-stick axes2. At the end of this
axes a mounting point for different end effectors is provided.
On the base plate a sample stage is mounted with the same fine positioning capabilities as the tool arms (x, y
and z). For the work presented here, the stage is used to align the tested wafer precisely to a microscope camera
setup (as seen in Figure 1). Vision feedback is a crucial technique for automation, where components, e.g.
prober and calibration pattern, must be positioned in relation to each other.
To avoid major influences through vibrations the whole setup was mounted on a Halcyonicsactive vibration
isolation table.
A more detailed description of MiCROW can be found elsewhere [8] [9].

2.2. Integration of GGB Picoprobe Prober
As described in Section 2.1, a tool arm provides a mounting point for end effectors. Here, the GGB picoprobe
probe was fitted on the holder using a self-made fitting. Afterwards the tool arm was attached to the nano-positioning axes for exact movement (see Figure 2). Finally a SMA cable is used to electrical contact the probe to
the VNA’s first channel.

2.3. OFFIS Automation Framework (OAF)
The overall setup is controlled and automated using the open-source3 OAF [9]. This software was developed for
vision-based control and automation on the small scale. The framework is component based and offers well-defined software interfaces. Thus, the OAF allows for integration of almost any kind of external hardware. For this
purpose, it must only provide a C++-based programming interface, such as the used VNA by Agilent does.
As already indicated, the OAF enables image processing. A drag-and-drop graphical interface allows to easily
use filters provided by OpenCV [14] as thus perform operations like image optimization or object detection (see
Section 3).

Figure 2. Mounting of the probe and the sample holder.
2

SLC-series by SmarAct GmbH, Oldenburg, Germany.
http://github.com/OFFIS-Automation/Framework
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3. Automation of On-Wafer Probing

The first step before an on-wafer measurement is the calibration. To calibrate the VNA in this setup the SOL calibration method is used [15].
As prerequisite for each calibration task an alignment of the probe to the device’s surface, with the help of an
alignment mark, is required. This alignment is important to achieve a good contact between probe tips and contact pads. Consequently, an alignment is needed for a proper calibration of the scattering parameters.
Amongst other things a steady contact position on the pads is very important [3] [6] [7]. This means each difference in probe contact positioning on the pads has a significant influence on the measurement. To solve this
problem a nanopositioning stage was used in this work.
This setup is completely compatible to the automation software (see chapter 2.3) enabling the automation of
the entire on-wafer probing process.
For this automation an optical microscope with an attached video camera was used as image feedback to do
image processing. For the automated calibration also the VNA was integrated in the OAF to do a fully automated one-port calibration with the SOL technique. For this an open, a short and a 50 Ω load structure have to
be measured. The full automation sequence for the contact probing is shown in Figure 3. The whole sequence
will be described in detail in the following paragraphs.

3.1. Coordinate Calibration
Unique structures on the table and on the probe holder are tracked with template matching, in order to calibrate
the coordinate systems of the video camera and the positioning axes. To calibrate the table to the camera, a cross
is moved to three positions in the camera’s view field. Using the internal positioning sensors, all distances are
known and can be used for elementary triangulation calibration [16].
Start
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Figure 3. Program flow chart of the on-wafer measurement algorithm with automated calibration.
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3.2. VNA Calibration

The scattering parameters of an open, a short and a load structure have to be measured respectively, to gather the
correction coefficients for on-wafer probing. The first step is to move the DUT in the field of view. This is done
with the help of template matching algorithms. The following step is to focus the structure. Because of possible
misalignment of the table to the camera, this step has to be done each time the table is moved. The variance of
the corresponding edge image is used as measure for the image sharpness. To achieve the best focus, the
z-position of the table is changed until the maximum of the variance value is detected. Subsequently, the structure is moved to the center of the view field and the probe holder is centered too. Also a probe alignment is
done.
Finally to measure the S11 parameter a contacting has to be performed. The detection of the final contact is
done by template matching. The table is moved in z direction to the probe until a significant scratch of the probe
tips over the contact pads is detected. This method of detecting the physical contact between the tips and the
pads was already validated by other groups [17]. A significant scratch in this case is defined with an absolute
moving of the tips in X and Y direction. This moving has to be large enough to reduce the contact resistance to
its lowest value.
If these steps were successfully performed, the measurement of S11 is performed. After repeating this process
for all calibration structures the calibration coefficients are calculated and saved by the VNA.

3.3. Contact Probing
The automation algorithm of the contact probing works with comparable subroutines as the calibration algorithms. At first the contact pads of the DUT have to be centered and focused. The next step is to align the probe
to the sample surface and establish an electrical contact. The final step is to measure the scattering parameter S11
with the VNA and save the measured values. This contact probing is developed corresponding to the industrial
wafer probing techniques using a predefined map of the DUTs on the wafer, loaded in the system. The program
drives the substrate to the X and Y coordinates, saved in the map, of the wanted DUTs.

4. Uncertainties by Probe Misalignment
The validation of the uncertainties in probe misalignment is achieved by comparing the results to aligned probe
measurements. Consequently the first step is to use the prober setup to perform automated calibration with an
aligned probe to evaluate the repeatability of the measurement setup. For this the “CS-5” calibration substrate of
GGB Industries Inc. is used [18]. Therefore the automatic calibration was done multiple times with an aligned
probe to measure the repeatability error. The error was calculated using the following formula:
E ( S11 ) =

S11M − S11
S11

(1)

The S11M stands for the measured S-parameter and S11 for the reference S-parameter. The repeatability error
as calculated according to Equation (1) is shown in Figure 4 and remains comparable to the results from other
groups [6] [19] [20].
In order to determine the influences of misalignment on the measurement results, the misalignment was simulated by attentional applying a turning of the probe around the, to the substrate, perpendicular axis. Consequently the left probe tip (ground) was on the upper corner and the right probe tip (ground) on the lower corner
of the pad. The middle probe tip (signal) was on the same position as in the aligned probe measurements. Hence
the case was simulated that the probe tips are distorted. In Figure 5(a) the aligned position of the probe tips is
shown on a 12.5 Ω load structure. In b) one can see the misaligned probe tilted about 10 degrees on the same
12.5 ohm load structure. After measuring the repeatability error, the same structure was again contacted with the
misaligned probe. The measurement results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.
One can see that at lower frequency (under 600 MHz) the difference in the error of S11(E(S11)) is not significant. But at higher frequencies the difference is increasing. One can see that at a frequency of 1.5 GHz the error
of the misaligned probe is already twice as high as the error of the aligned probe. Hence a misalignment of the
probe already has a large effect on the measurement at relative low frequencies around 1 GHz. Consequently a
good positioning and alignment of the probe is very important. The automation algorithm shown in this paper is
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Figure 4. Repeatability and misalignment measurement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Aligned position on a 12.5 ohm load structure and (b) misaligned position of a
probe on same structure.

an efficient and effective way to do this.

5. Conclusion
The setup shows its versatile usability for on-wafer contact probing. The implemented algorithms are validated
and the efficiency of the calibration is improved. The calibration repeatability of the automation was measured
and calculated. It is comparable to common repeatability measurements. Therefore, the presented automation in
this paper is an effective approach to optimize the time needed for significant measurement results. As one of
many possible experiments for this setup the misalignment of a probe is investigated. Furthermore it is shown
that, the rotation of the probe tips produces a significant error in the measurement.
Further steps will be taken in the future to reduce the duration of the whole measurement. For example the
usage of faster axes and more accurate optical feedback would increase the efficiency of the automation.
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